Roles Exploration
In your marriage, who will do the following things?
Check the appropriate square under Spouse A, Spouse B, Both or Other. Endeavor to be realistic. Too
many “boths” will be suspect!
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Earn income
Plan the family budget
Supervise spouse A’s spending
Supervise spouse B’s spending
Supervise child (ren)’s spending
Pay the bills
Make major purchasing decisions
Make decisions involving spouse A’s vocation
Make decisions involving spouse B’s vocation
Make decisions involving spouse A’s advanced
education
Make decisions involving spouse B’s advanced
education
Decide in what community you will live
Choose the actual dwelling
Choose the décor and furnishings
Plan the menu
Do the grocery shopping
Put away the groceries after shopping
Decide when to eat out
Do the banking
Prepare the meals
Set the table
Wash the dishes
Vacuum or sweep
Take out the trash
Clean the refridgerator
Clean the oven
Clean the bathroom (s)
Wash the windows
Change the beds
Make the beds
Choose spouse A’s wardrobe
Choose spouse B’s wardrobe
Choose the child (ren)’s wardrobe
Wash the clothes
Iron the clothes
Put away the clean clothes
Care for minor household repairs

Both

Other
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Be responsible for major repairs and maintenance call
for service on applicances, etc.)
Cut the grass
Trim shrubbery
Plant flowers and/or vegetables
Keep steps, walks swept and shoveled
Weed flowers and/or vegetables
Rake leaves
Decide the kind of vehicle to buy
Select the actual vehicle
Care for the vehicle’s exterior
Care for the vehicle’s interior
Care for servicing (sufficient gas, oil, other
maintenance)
Decide the kind(s) of pet(s)
Feed the pet(s)
Keep the pet(s) clean
Decide the kind of entertainment
Decide which TV programs to see
Decide the kind of recreational activity you will engage
in
Decide the friends you become close with
Extend the invitation to have friends over
Decide the church you attend
Decide how often you attend
Lead in family worship/meetings
Decide how much money you will give to church and
charity
Determine how holidays will be spent
Plan the vacation
Decide how much will be spent on holidays, trips and
vacations
Decide how much will be spent on birthday gifts,
Christmas gifts
Decide which in-laws will be visited
Decide which in-laws will be invited to your home
Determine the frequency of sexual intimacy
Decide if you will use contraceptives
Decide if you will have children
Decide the number of child (ren)
Name the child(ren)
Change diapers
Wash diapers
Feed the child (ren)
Bathe the child(ren)
Play with the child(ren)
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Put them to bed
Care for their toys
Get up at night with them
Nurse them when sick
Discipline them
Help them with homework
Transport them to school
Transport them from school
Transport them to extracurricular activities
Instruct them in spiritual things
Teach them about sex
Select their babysitter when necessary
Make the decision to adopt or not to adopt if you are
unable t have a child
Decide what kind of child to adopt (sex, age, race, etc.)

